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Computer simulation of structure and microphase separation in modelA-B-A triblock copolymers
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A set of computer simulations for three symmetricA-B-A triblock copolymer microarchitectures at varying
temperatures is reported. By using the cooperative motion algorithm we obtain energy, specific heat, end-to-
end distance, and bridging fraction as a function of the reduced temperature. The order-disorder transition
temperatures are determined, an outline of a symmetricA-B-A triblock copolymer phase diagram is presented,
and the visualization of different microstructures is given. A bicontinuous microstructure is reported at 67%
fraction of A component.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers have been extensively studied in rec
years due to their fascinating ability to self-assemble int
variety of ordered mesoscopic structures@1–28#. Self-
assembly indicates the ability of a given system to gr
islands of one of the components to the mesoscopic
~about a few tens of nanometers!, and then stabilize the
growth, so that phase separation occurs only on a mesos
rather than a macroscale. Traditionally copolymers h
been used as compatibilizers and surfactants, but rece
they have found their way into nanotechnology. By engine
ing molecular weight, molecular architecture, and compo
tion one can control the size and morphology of these na
structures.

Ordered microstructures ofA-B diblock copolymers have
been studied both theoretically@11–13,20,21,29#, and experi-
mentally for many years@6,7,9,19#. They also have been in
vestigated by numerous computer simulations, e.g., R
@8,10,14–16,22,23#. Their basic thermodynamic and meso
copic behavior is reasonably well understood.

Diblock copolymer self-assembly or ordering takes pla
as those copolymers are cooled down from a disorde
high-temperature phase to a low-temperature ordered ph
This process is called order-disorder transition~ODT! or also
microphase separation transition, and is characterized
temperatureTODT , which marks the onset of long range o
der. It is well established experimentally that the microph
~ordered phase! can look like an array of bcc spheres, he
agonally packed cylinders, or spatially ordered layers. Th
microphases are often referred to as the ‘‘classical’’ mic
structures. Close to the ODT, the interface between the
crodomains is diffused, and interfaces can fill up most of
space. This segregation regime is called weak segrega
limit. By contrast, when the interfaces between mic
domains are sharp and highly localized the system is
strong segregation limit. While the pure diblock copolym
microstructure depends on the interplay of entropic and
thalpic effects, at low temperatures it is mostly determin
by enthalpic, and therefore volumetric considerations.

*Electronic address: mbanasz@amu.edu.pl
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copolymer blends and solutions, where the system tend
separate into distinct macrophases at lower temperatu
phase behavior is more complex. Pure diblocks with roug
the same volume of both species form layers~lamellae! at
lower temperatures, while diblocks with significant~more
than about 80% or less than 20% by volume! excess of one
species form ordered spheres~micelles!. The diblocks with
intermediate volume fractions usually form hexagona
packed cylinders. Apart from those classical microstructu
there have been discovered complex microstructures suc

ordered bicontinuous double diamond structure (Pn3̄m

space group!, gyroid bicontinuous structure (Ia3̄d space
group!, and hexagonally perforated layers. There was so
controversy about the existence and thermodynamic stab
of those complex microstructures, and now only the gyr
microstructure is known to be a stable complex phase
pure diblock copolymers. The experimental phase diagram
a real diblock copolymer can be found in, e.g., Ref.@6#, and
the corresponding theoretical phase diagram was calcul
using self-consistent field theory~SCFT! @12#. The gyroid
microstructure is stable in a narrow volume fraction windo
between layers and cylinders at roughly 30% or 70%
volume, and it is a bicontinuous cubic structure in which t
minority component microdomains form interweaving le
and right-handed threefold coordinated lattices. The bic
tinuous double diamond microstructure, on the other hand
a cubic structure in which the minority component micr
domains form interweaving fourfold coordinated lattice
The double diamond microstructure is known to be me
stable, and has been reported in the same narrow vol
fraction window as the gyroid microstructure.

While the properties and phase diagram forA-B diblock
copolymers are fairly well understood, this is not the case
A-B-C triblock copolymers.A-B-C triblock copolymers
consist of three different polymer blocks~Fig. 1!, and since
there are three interaction parameters as opposed to on
teraction parameter inA-B diblock copolymers, the micro-
structures and phase behavior of triblocks is much m
complex. For example, the morphological structure~micro-
structure! of triblock copolymers depends not only on th
temperature, the overall molecular weight, and the fract
of each block, but also on the sequence of the blocks in
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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chain. In addition to well-established microstructures, kno
from the diblock studies, there are new intriguing morpho
gies, such as a lamella-cylinder combination microstructu
a lamella-sphere combination microstructure, and a cylind
ring combination microphase. These combination morpho
gies, which often have characteristics of one-, two-, thr
dimensional order simultaneously, can have unus
electronic and transport properties. In this paper, we limit
attention to symmetricA-B-A triblock copolymers, where
the third block is made of the same species as the first bl
i.e., theA block, and both theA end blocks are of the sam
volume. Such triblocks have been studied by many work
@3# ~and references therein!, and of particular interest is a
recent work by Matsen and Thompson@5# where a phase
diagram for symmetricA-B-A triblock copolymer melt is
calculated using the SCFT. These authors show that the
pology of triblock phase diagram is the same as that for
corresponding diblock, with very similar phase boundar
between lamellar and gyroid microphases, between gy
and cylindrical microphases, and between cylindrical a
spherical microphases. This phase diagram is roughly s
metric with respect to swappingA andB monomers.

While the thermodynamic properties of the correspond
A-B and symmetricA-B-A copolymers are quite similar
their mechanical properties are quite different. This is
cause the distinct feature ofA-B-A triblock copolymers is
that B block ends are constrained to an interface. In the
dered microphase one can, therefore, distinguish betw
bridged and looped configurations. In a looped configurat
both ends of theB block are located on the same interfac
whereas in the bridged configuration the two ends reside
different interfaces@5#.

The aim of this study is to determine the thermodynam
and structural properties of a set of selected symme
A-B-A triblock copolymers using the cooperative motion
gorithm ~CMA! developed by Pakula and co-worke
@8–10#.

We investigateA-B-A triblock copolymers by measurin
both thermodynamic and structural properties. There
many ways of determining the ODT for block copolyme
and we did try some of them. First of all, we looked at t
energy per lattice site. Second, we looked at the energy fl

FIG. 1. A schematic picture of anA-B-C triblock copolymer
chain.
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tuations leading to determination of the specific heat wh
gives a strong signature of the ODT, and third we measu
the equilibrium end-to-end distance of the triblock copo
mer chain which should significantly increase as the sys
undergoes the ODT. Finally we visualize the selected eq
librium microstructures of the triblock copolymer system.

Computer simulations are useful because they can he
diminishing the limitations of both the experiment and t
theory. In experiment, it is difficult to determine copolym
phase behavior due to long relaxation times of high mole
lar weight copolymers and difficulties in preparation of we
characterized samples. The SCFT calculations, on the o
hand, require a microstructure symmetry assumption prio
the free energy evaluation, and usually do not go beyond
mean field approximation. Drolet and Fredrickson@27,29#,
however, have recently proposed a new real-space im
mentation of SCFT which starts from a random, disorde
initial condition to produce a variety of microphases wi
different symmetries. Computer simulation offers metho
which can, in principle, be free of those drawbacks, b
unfortunately, they are still limited by available computin
resources. However, with increasing computing power, a
rapid development of novel simulation techniques, the
sults of computer simulations are bound to contribute sign
cantly towards a better understanding of the equilibrium s
assembly of copolymers. At this moment copolym
simulations are still constrained by finite-size effects a
relatively short chains~low copolymer molecular weights!
due to rather small simulation box sizes which can be u
meaningfully. Similarly as in experimental studies long r
laxation times prevent us from reaching the thermal equi
rium, and the copolymer system is often trapped in a me
stable state. Another challenge in simulations of mesosco
self-assembly of copolymers is the competition of differe
length scales, i.e., simulation box size, microstructure p
odicity, and the fluctuation correlation length. Micka an
Binder have shown that this competition makes the straig
forward application of finite-size scaling techniques impo
sible, unlike the case of homopolymer blends@22#. The box
size should be chosen to be significantly larger than the
crostructure length, but this is often quite difficult to achie
due to prohibitively long relaxation times. In order to in
crease efficiency many researchers use lattice models fo
polymer melts, e.g., Refs.@9,10,22,23#, which speed up the
simulations by taking advantage of the integer arithmetic,
also introduce some error due to the symmetry of the latt
Another method of speeding up the simulations is the ap
cation of soft potentials@28# and phantom chains@15#.

Computer simulations in this study have been perform
using the CMA, which has been described in detail el
where @9,10#. The CMA allows the simulation of a dens
polymer melt on a fcc lattice with the standard period
boundary conditions. The lattice is completely occupied
Na monomeric units (Na5NxNyNz/2), and the units in each
chain are connected by (N21) bonds of constant length
which are not allowed to be broken or stretched. The
lattice sites have the coordinates (nx ,ny ,nz), where the sum
(nx1ny1nz) is an even number, andnx50,1, . . . ,(Nx
21); ny50,1, . . . ,(Ny21); nz50,1, . . . ,(Nz21), where
4-2
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Nx , Ny , Nz are simulation box lengths and they are a
even numbers. The chains satisfy the excluded volume c
dition. In this work two types of monomeric units (A andB)
are considered. The interaction parameters between ne
boring monomeric units aree i j , where eAA5eBB50, and
eAB5e. The single parametere serves here as an energ
unit, therefore we can define the reduced dimensionless
teraction parameters,e i j* 5e i j /e. The reduced dimensionles
temperature can be expressed asT* 5kBT/e, and the Flory
interaction parameterx is x5(z22)e/(kBT) @8#. The en-
ergy of one unit is given by the sum over allz nearest neigh-
bors, which can be of either typeA or typeB. In this simu-
lation, a dense system of triblock chains is moved
cooperative rearrangements. These moves are strictly c
erative, as in the dense system all lattice sites are occup
and a segment of one chain can only move if other segm
move simultaneously. The simulations, in this work, are p
formed on a fcc lattice in the 60330330 box ~that is Nx
560, Ny530, Nz530), which has the coordination numb
z512, and the bond lengtha5A2, using the standard per
odic boundary conditions.

Triblock A-B-C copolymers have already been inves
gated in computer simulations, e.g., by Dotera and Hat
@15# who were able to form a tricontinuous double diamon
using a Monte Carlo method. Their method, unlike the CM
used in this study, allows polymer chains to transparen
pass through like phantom chains and requires a signifi
fraction of lattice vacancies, and this results in unphysi
dynamics. Extensive work on diblock copolymers by Bind
and coworkers, e.g. Refs.@22,23#, have revealed both th
advantages and limitations of lattice Monte Carlo simu
tions which use fluctuating bond theory and require a sign
cant fraction of vacancies. Recently also Huhet al. @26#, us-
ing the Metropolis sampling@30# and slithering snake
algorithm, have found theA-B-A symmetric copolymer
bridging function as a function ofN/T* on a 40340340
lattice for 8-16-8 microarchitecture. This method, again u
like the CMA, requires a significant fraction of vacancie
Since the lattice methods introduce effects due to the s
metry of the lattice, one may want to get rid of those effe
by performing off-lattice simulations. These are particula
useful when used inN-P-T ensemble, where pressure tens
can be kept constant, while the simulation box size varie
achieve the true equilibrium periodicity. Thus the box leng
becomes easily commensurate with the microstructure p
odicity. This technique has been used to produce the lam
microstructure for diblock copolymers by Grestet al. @31#,
and also by Banaszak and Clarke@32# for ionic diblock co-
polymers. Another promising method is the dissipative p
ticle dynamics@28# which has produced many interestin
results for block copolymers. This method uses a very s
repulsive potential, and can be regarded as a mesosc
massively coarse-grained model.

II. SIMULATION

In order to generate equilibrium states in this simulatio
the triblock system of chains is moved by strictly cooperat
rearrangements on a fcc lattice with the bond length equa
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A2, and the coordination numberz512, using the standard
periodic boundary conditions.

In this study we present three model 30-segmentN
530) A-B-A copolymer microarchitectures, shown, in Fi
2, on a 30330330 lattice which is smaller than the actu
60330330 lattice that is the stage of the performed simu
tions. In the first series of simulations we have anA block of
three segments of monomeric unit of typeA, followed by 24
units of typeB, and terminated with a block of three units o
type A. This model is to be referred in this paper as 3-24
triblock. Moreover we have a 7-16-7 triblock consisting of
16, and 7 segments of typesA, B, andA, respectively, and
finally a 10-10-10 triblock consisting of 10, 10, and 10 se
ments of typesA, B, and A, respectively. For each of th
three triblock copolymer microarchitectures, we have plac
900 triblock chains, on the fcc lattice within the 60330
330 simulation box, that isNx560, Ny530, Nz530.

Moving a chain element alters the local energy beca
the monomers are in close contact with new neighbors.
attempt to move a single monomer is assumed to defin
single Monte Carlo step and the probability of motion
related to the interaction energy of the monomer in the
tempted position,En, f inal* . At a given temperatureT* , the
Boltzmann factorp5exp@2En,final* /T* # is compared with the
random numberr (0<r ,1); the interaction reduced energ

En* 5(
i 51

z

e jk* ~ i !

is calculated over allz nearest neighbors. Ifp.r the move is
performed and the motion of a new monomer is attempt
This method of calculating the Boltzmann factor has be
shown to yield results properly accounting for dynamic pro
erties of dense polymer systems@8#, and can be thought of a
a dynamic Monte Carlo method.

Moreover, for 3-24-3 microarchitecture, we have also a
plied the standard Metropolis algorithm@30# when calculat-
ing the Boltzmann factor for cooperative chain moves. T
numerical results for this microarchitecture were the sam
within the statistical error, with both the dynamic Mon
Carlo and the standard Metropolis Monte Carlo methods

FIG. 2. Three differentA-B-A triblock chains, 3-24-3, 7-16-7
and 10-10-10, placed in a 30330330 simulation box.
4-3
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III. RESULTS

We start the simulation by equilibrating the system in t
athermal limit, that is the state wheree/(kBT) is zero. When
the system reaches its thermal equilibrium the segment
different types are distributed uniformly within the simul
tion box. Then a jump is made to a finite reduced tempe
ture T* /N51, at which the system still remains disordere
From this temperature the system is gradually cooled do
and we monitor the relevant properties which could indic
the ODT. For each temperature we perform 23106 Monte
Carlo time steps on the 60330330 fcc lattice, and for each
microarchitecture we perform three independent simula
experiments in order to improve the statistics, and ve
reproducibility.

First, we present the results for the 3-24-3 triblock c
polymer. In Fig. 3 we report the total energy per lattice s
e* 5E* /Na , the specific heat, calculated asCv5Š(e*
2^e* &)2

‹/T* , and the variations of the equilibrium end-to
end distance of triblock chainR2 as a function of the reduce
temperature. The reduced temperatureT* is divided byN,
since according to Leibler’s random-phase approximat
theory @11# the ODT temperatureTODT* scales linearly with
the number of segments,N. At high temperatures, we ca
confirm that, due to the excluded volume screening,
squared end-to-end distance of the copolymer chain is q
close to the ideal Gaussian value (N21)a2558, and as we
decrease the temperature towards the ODT it increases

FIG. 3. Simulation results for the 3-24-3 microarchitecture~a!
energy per lattice site,E* /Na , ~b! specific heatCv , ~c! squared
end-to-end distanceR2.
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nificantly indicating chain extension. By examining Fi
3~c!, one can conclude thatTODT* /N is about 0.16. Similarly,
by looking at the maximum of the specific heatCv from Fig.
3~b!, one can confirm nearly the same ODT temperature

In Fig. 4 we present a visualization of an ordered mic
structure for 3-24-3 microarchitecture atT* /N50.03. These
are ordered cylinders shown in four simulation boxes, tha
in the primary 60330330 simulation box and its three
neighboring periodic images. At higher temperatures, just
low the ODT, we can see weakly segregated micelles.
cently Ryu and Lodge@17# have reported a reversible the
motropic cylinder-to-sphere transition for a poly~styrene-
isoprene-styrene! triblock copolymer melt~15% styrene by
volume!. Spheres are observed at higher temperature
cylinders at lower temperature, which is what we report
this simulation for 3-24-3 triblock copolymer.

Similar simulations for 7-16-7 and 10-10-10 triblock c
polymers have been performed. In Figs. 5, 6, and 7
present some of the results for the 7-16-7 microarchitect
As we can see from Fig. 5~c!, at high temperatures th
squared end-to-end distance is quite close to the ideal Ga
ian value (N21)a2558, and as we decrease the temperat
towards the ODT it increases significantly. Similarly b
looking at the maximum of the specific heatCv , maximum
from Fig. 5~b!, one can confirm thatTODT* /N is about 0.28.
The microarchitecture 7-16-7 is almost symmetrical with
spect toA and B content, therefore we expect the lamell
morphology to be the equilibrium one. Indeed, from visu
ization of A monomers in 4 simulation boxes~the primary
60330330 simulation box and its three neighboring pe
odic images! at T* /N50.03, in Fig. 6, we can notice ver
well developed layers at this low temperature. In Fig. 7~a! we
show the distribution of the copolymer chain end-to-end d
tances in the direction normal to the layers atT* /N50.03.
Shorter distances, i.e., smaller or equal to 5, correspon
the looped configuration, whereas the larger distances co

FIG. 4. A visualization of the 3-24-3 triblock copolymer a
T* /N50.03, only A block monomers shown in four simulatio
boxes.
4-4
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spond to the bridged configurations. In Fig. 7~b! we report
the bridging fraction as a function of the reduced tempe
ture. Most experimental and theoretical studies point t
bridging fraction of about 40%@7,19,1,2#, which is not far
from what we have obtained at higher temperatures.

Finally, in Fig. 8 we present the results for the 10-10-
microarchitecture. As before, we determineTODT* /N to be

FIG. 5. Simulation results for the 7-16-7 microarchitecture:~a!
energy per lattice site,E* /Na , ~b! specific heatCv , ~c! squared
end-to-end distanceR2.

FIG. 6. A visualization of the 7-16-7 triblock copolymer a
T* /N50.03, only A block monomers shown in four simulatio
boxes.
03180
-
a

about 0.24 from the squared end-to-end copolymer chain
tance, Fig. 8~c!, and the specific heat, Fig. 8~b!. Then, in Fig.
9 we present a visualization of the ordered microstructure
T* /N50.03, where we show onlyB block monomers~the
minority middle block!. This is a bicontinuous microstruc
ture, where two distinct continuous components are show
two different colors. In Fig. 9~a! we show just one continu
ous component, while in Fig. 9~b! we visualize both continu-
ous components. We identify this microstructure as a bic
tinuous double diamond structure. It is not complete
unexpected to obtain the double diamond microstruct
rather than a gyroid microstructure, because of the finite-s
effects in our simulation, and small free energy differenc
between those two cubic bicontinuous microstructur
which have been reported in SCFT calculations.

In Fig. 10, we summarize our results by sketching a sc
matic phase diagram of the symmetricA-B-A triblock co-
polymers. Iff denotes the fraction ofA monomers, which are
the external block monomers, then it is known from t
SCFT calculations@5# and experimental data@18#, that the
phase diagram is roughly symmetric with respect to cha
ing f to (12 f ). We show the ODT temperatures for thre
compositions:f 56/30, f 514/30, andf 520/30, correspond-
ing to microarchitectures 3-24-3, 7-16-7, and 10-10-10,
spectively. Furthermore we indicate microphases for th
compositions atT* /N50.03 by labeling themC, L, andB,
for cylindrical, lamellar and bicontinuous microphases,
spectively. We also display, using the very rough symme
pointsC8, L8, andB8, which are the mirror images of point
C, L, andB with respect tof 51/2 composition, and similarly

FIG. 7. Properties of the triblock chains in the lamellar m
crophase:~a! Distribution of end-to-end distance normal to layers
T* /N50.03. ~b! Bridging fraction~in %! vs the reduced tempera
ture T* /N.
4-5
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we display the ODT temperatures at compositionsf
524/30, 16/30, and 10/30. It should be stressed that da
compositionsf 524/30, 16/30, and 10/30 are not simulatio
results but only reasonable guesses based on theory an
periment@5,18#. All these data, both the simulation data
f 56/30, 14/30, and 20/30, and the corresponding gues
give us an approximate outline of the phase diagram for
symmetricA-B-A triblock copolymer.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that varying systematically the
croarchitecture and the temperature of a symmetric tribl
copolymers of typeA-B-A produces a series of interestin
ordered microstructures, i.e., lamellar microstructure
7-16-7 microarchitecture, double diamond microstructure
10-10-10 microarchitecture, and cylindrical and weakly s
regated spherical microstructures for 3-24-3 microarchit
ture. We have been able to estimate order-disorder trans
temperatureTODT* /N, from energy, specific heat, and end-t
end distance measurements. In order to determine the a
rate phase boundaries further investigations are neede
particular, precise methods of discriminating the micropha
are required. Copolymer phase behavior is controlled by b
enthalpic and entropic contributions, and in order to capt
the entropic penalties of stretching different chains one ne
to have blocks with a large number of segments. In the th

FIG. 8. Simulation results for the 10-10-10 microarchitectu
~a! energy per lattice site,E* /Na , ~b! specific heatCv , ~c! squared
end-to-end distanceR2.
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‘‘samples’’ considered, that is 3-24-3, 7-16-7, and 10-10-
both the total copolymer chain lengthN530 and the indi-
vidual block lengths, e.g.,NA53, are small. At this momen
we are limited by available computing power, but with i
creasing resources, copolymer melts with significantly lar
molecular weights can be simulated within larger boxes.

The cooperative motion algorithm, the simulation meth
used in this study, realistically represents a dense copoly
melt taking into account hard core interactions, polymer c
nectivity, and chain entanglements. Neverthe-

: FIG. 9. A visualization of the 10-10-10 triblock copolymer
T* /N50.03, only B block monomers shown in four simulatio
boxes:~a! one continuous component,~b! two continuous compo-
nents.

FIG. 10. Schematic phase diagram for symmetricA-B-A tri-
block copolymer:C, cylindrical microphase:B, bicontinuous mi-
crophase; and L, lamellar. PointsC8, B8, andL8 are symmetrical
images ofC, B, andL, respectively.
4-6
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less, the results obtained are subject to the current limitat
of the lattice Monte Carlo simulations of block copolym
self-assembly. The major difficulty in copolymer simulatio
is the competition of different length scales, i.e., simulat
box size, microstructure periodicity, fluctuation correlati
length. The choice of the simulation box lengths is, therefo
particularly important, as it should be significantly larg
than the microstructure periodicity. In this work we ha
used a very slow cooling scheme with very long equilib
tion times to ensure that the true equilibrium structure a
periodicity are achieved. In principle, there is a variety
microstructures which are commensurate with the simula
box size, and thus many possible periodicities. For lame
microstructure, if the layers were to orient only along (k00)
plane of the simulation box, wherek is an integer, then one
would have to choose the box size very precisely, but si
they can orient themselves along any commensurate pl
they have quite a lot of freedom in choosing their periodic
provided the box length is at least about 5 to 10 times lar
than the periodicity. If, for example, the layer thickness is 1
of the box length, then the layers can be oriented along (5
plane or (430) plane. If, however, the equilibrium lay
thickness is slightly larger than 1/5 of the box length, th
the layers can also be oriented along (422) plane, and th
is shifted by only about 2%. We have also noticed in o
simulation experiments, that once the orientation is locked
is very difficult to change it, probably due to high ener
barriers, and as a result the lamellar periodicity does not v
an
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much as we slowly cool down the triblock melt. This beha
ior is different from the expected lamellar periodicity expa
sion upon cooling, and consequently the bridging fract
does not decrease upon cooling as predicted by theory@33#.

In our next study we perform the simulations in a diffe
ent way. Instead of series of slow and long coolings,
perform a series of quenches where the triblock melt
cooled down instantaneously fromT* /N51.0 to the re-
quired reduced temperatureT* /N. This alternative method
gives results very similar to that of the slow cooling as far
the thermodynamic properties are concerned, but yields q
different structural data because the layer thickness is
locked to its high-temperature~nearTODT) value. In particu-
lar, it shows that the layer thickness increases with decre
ing temperature, as predicted by theoretical calculation, s
ing nearly as (T* )21/6, and the bridging fraction decrease
scaling nearly as (T* )1/9 in close agreement with theory@33#.
These quenching simulation experiments are underway,
will be reported in a future publication. We also intend
present a simulation of complex microphases formati
such as the gyroid microphase, and to explore systematic
the finite-size effects by probing different box sizes a
shapes, and also copolymer molecular weights.
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